The grandeur of the Indian Ocean takes major strides

From rare minerals to cash crops, Madagascar is making the most of its natural resources to offer international investors rich rewards

The giant of the Indian Ocean, Madagascar's ambitious national development plan is gathering pace as government reforms boost economic growth, improve the investment climate and increase returns on its abundant resources.

Democratic elections in 2009 created an environment of political stability that has been a catalyst for solid local progress, regional integration and the expansion of new investment opportunities throughout all sectors of the economy.

Strategically located close to the crossroads of three continents and key international shipping lanes, the world's fourth largest island, bordering from day-two access to lucrative foreign markets and bilateral, political, economic and trade ties with megapowers such as Japan, is now taking major strides.

Buried treasures like precious minerals and metals can be found national economic plan. The new legislation will create major strides.
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Deeply committed to the sustainable development of Madagascar’s petroleum and mineral resources, OMNIS is the undisputed leader in its field.